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Abstract

An intriguing aspect of social foraging behaviour is that large groups are often no better at capturing prey than are small groups, a pattern that has been attributed to diminished cooperation (i.e., free riding) in large groups. Although this suggests the formation of large groups is unrelated to prey capture, little is known about cooperation in large groups that hunt hard-to-catch prey. Here, we used direct observations of Yellowstone wolves (Canis lupus) hunting their most formidable prey, bison (Bison bison), to test the hypothesis that large groups are more cooperative when hunting difficult prey. We quantified the relationship between capture success and wolf group size, and compared it to previously reported results for Yellowstone wolves hunting elk (Cervus elaphus), a prey that was, on average, 3 times easier to capture than bison. Whereas improvement in elk capture success levelled off at 2–6 wolves, bison capture success levelled off at 9–13 wolves with evidence that it continued to increase beyond 13 wolves. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that hunters in large groups are more cooperative when hunting more formidable prey. Improved ability to capture formidable prey could therefore promote the formation and maintenance of large predator groups, particularly among predators that specialize on such prey.

Introduction

Enhanced ability to capture prey is a commonly cited benefit of group living in social predators and a classic hypothesis for the evolution of sociality [1–4]. Yet, previous research has shown that the benefit of improved hunting success (defined as the likelihood of capturing prey) is generally only realized in small groups. In many group-hunting taxa, ranging from insects to primates, hunting success fails to increase over larger group sizes despite apparent cooperation among hunters [5–10]. This nonlinear pattern is well documented in large social carnivores, which have been model organisms in the study of group hunting behavior. Numerous studies show that carnivore hunting success peaks at 2–5 hunters then levels off, or even declines, across larger group sizes [10–19]. Although this suggests the formation and maintenance of large groups is unrelated to prey capture, predators that hunt hard-to-catch prey may follow a different pattern.

Theory predicts that the success of predators hunting formidable prey increases across large group sizes [5]. This pattern is attributed to greater cooperation (i.e., increased individual effort) in large groups due to the small chance a solitary hunter will capture such prey by itself. Low solo hunting success promotes cooperation because an additional hunter can improve group hunting success sufficiently to overcome its own costs of hunting (e.g., risk of injury and energetic loss). Conversely, high solo hunting success suppresses cooperation because an additional hunter can do little to improve the outcome and this fails to offset hunting costs. As a result, hunters pursuing relatively easy prey are expected to hold back in large groups, thereby capping further increases in hunting success with group size. A study of wolves (Canis lupus) hunting elk (Cervus elaphus) supports this prediction: group hunting success leveled off at 4 wolves, which was also the group size beyond which individual effort decreased [10].

Empirical research has yet to establish how group size-specific hunting success (Hₙ) of large groups varies across prey species that are differentially vulnerable to predation. Behavioral studies of large carnivores, for example, rarely include data on large groups (e.g., >6 hunters) [14,16,17,19–21] and few have measured how Hₙ varies across prey species. Among those that have, the results were ambiguous [14,16,17,22]. For example, Scheel and Packer [22] found that African lions (Panthera leo) were apparently more cooperative when hunting larger, more dangerous prey (e.g., zebra, Equus burchelli; buffalo, Syncerus caffer), but they observed too few hunts to relate this to changes in Hₙ. Positive correlation between prey size and group size across the Carnivora [23,24] is consistent with the prediction that larger groups are more
successful hunters of formidable prey. But it is unclear whether this reflects the need to capture large prey to satisfy increased group demands or because larger groups can capture large prey more easily [16,24].

Here, we use a unique dataset of observations of wolves hunting bison (Bison bison) in Yellowstone National Park (YNP) to test the hypothesis that predators in large groups are more cooperative when hunting formidable prey. Bison are the most difficult prey for wolves to kill in North America [25,26] and in YNP they are 3 times more difficult to kill than elk [27], which are the main year-round prey for Yellowstone wolves [28,29]. Bison are more difficult to kill than elk because they are larger, more aggressive, and more likely to injure or kill wolves that attack them [30]. As a result, bison require relatively more time to subdue [30], which is characteristic of dangerous prey [31]. Groups of wolves are more likely to attack bison than are solitary wolves [32], but the effect of group size on the ability of wolves to capture bison is unknown. We measured the influence of group size on the probability that wolves attacked and captured bison, and evaluated how it differed relative to comparable results for Yellowstone wolves hunting elk [10]. If large groups are more cooperative when hunting formidable prey, we predicted the success of wolves hunting bison to increase across large group sizes and level off at a group size greater than that of wolves hunting elk.

Methods

Ethics statement

We captured and handled wolves following protocols in accord with applicable guidelines from the American Society of Mammalogists [33] and approved by the National Park Service Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Yellowstone National Park issued the permit authorizing this study (Study#: YELL-01818; Permit#: YELL-2014-SCI-1818).

Study area

Yellowstone National Park extends across 891,000 ha of a primarily forested plateau in northwestern Wyoming, USA that ranges from 1500 to 3300 m. Large montane grasslands provide excellent views of wildlife. We observed wolf-bison interactions in the northern portion of YNP, also referred to as the Northern Range (NR; 995 km²), and in the central portion of the park (Pelican Valley; 100 km²). Low elevations (1500–2000 m) in the NR create the warmest and driest conditions in YNP during the northern portion of YNP, also referred to as the Northern Range (NR; 995 km²), and in the central portion of the park (Pelican Valley; 100 km²). Low elevations (1500–2000 m) in the NR create the warmest and driest conditions in YNP during (May-November) whereas bison persist year-round because the NR and provides year-round vehicle access. Pelican Valley is a large montane grassland in northwestern Wyoming, USA that ranges from 1500 to 3300 m. Large montane grasslands provide excellent views of wildlife. We observed wolf-bison interactions in the northern portion of YNP, also referred to as the Northern Range (NR; 995 km²), and in the central portion of the park (Pelican Valley; 100 km²). Low elevations (1500–2000 m) in the NR create the warmest and driest conditions in YNP during winter, providing critical winter range for migratory ungulates including bison and elk [34]. A maintained road runs the length of the NR and provides year-round vehicle access. Pelican Valley is a roadless area at 2500 m elevation. Elk are seasonally present in the valley (May-November) whereas bison persist year-round because they overwinter in geothermal sites [35]. Deep snow around these sites hinders bison movement which generates a higher risk of wolf predation in Pelican Valley than in the NR [27,36].

Study population

A total of 41 radio-marked wolves were reintroduced to Yellowstone National Park in 1993–1997 [37]. Wolves observed in this study were either members or descendants of the reintroduced population. In each year following the reintroduction, about 30–50% of the pups born were captured and radio-marked [28]. This study focused mainly on 5 wolf packs: Druid Peak, Geode Creek, Leopold, Mollie’s, and Rose Creek. Only the Mollie’s pack inhabited Pelican Valley whereas the others occurred in the NR. To facilitate monitoring and research, the Yellowstone Wolf Project maintained radio-collars on at least 2 individuals in each pack [38].

Behavior Sampling

The methods we used to sample the behavior of wolves hunting bison were the same as those we used previously to sample the behavior of wolves hunting elk [10,39]. We observed hunting behavior during biannual 30-day follows of 3–5 wolf packs from the ground and fixed-wing aircraft in early (mid-November to mid-December) and late (March) winter and during opportunistic ground and aerial surveys throughout the remainder of the year [28]. Many observations in this study were recorded from the ground in Pelican Valley during a 2–3 week period in March, 1999–2013. Comparable observations were recorded in the NR, 1996–2003. Over half of our observations (60% of 239 wolf-bison encounters) were recorded in Pelican Valley.

When wolves encountered bison – defined as at least 1 wolf orienting and moving (walking, trotting or running) toward bison – we followed the progress of the encounter by noting the foraging state (approach, watch, attack-group, attack-individual, capture) of the individual(s) closest to making a kill. We therefore recorded the sequential occurrence of the most escalated state and the number of wolves participating in that state. A wolf was scored as participating in a foraging state if it exhibited the behavioral acts characterizing that particular state (Table 1; Fig. 1). We considered non-participation in a given state as when a wolf was in view but engaged in another foraging state or a non-predatory behavior (e.g., resting). We refer to the number of wolves participating in a foraging state as the “hunting group”. Hunting group size differs from pack size because it pertains to the subset of pack members participating in a hunt. We use “group size” throughout this article to refer to the size of hunting groups. We also recorded the number and age/sex class of bison present at the end of each foraging state. We used body size and horn morphology to identify three age/sex classes: bull, cow, calf [40].

We scored group hunting success according to whether wolves completed each of 2 predatory tasks that corresponded to the following 2 behavioral transitions: approach (or watch) → attack-group (or attack-individual) = “attacking” [31]; attack-group (or attack-individual) → capture = “capturing” (Fig. 1; see also Video S1). Note that capturing was not necessarily killing because bison that were bit and physically restrained by wolves often escaped [39]. A hunting group completed a task, and was therefore “successful”, if the task was performed by at least 1 group member. If not, we considered the group to have “failed” in that task. This scheme generated a binary score for a hunting group in each sequential foraging state.

Data Analysis

To understand how $H_n$ differs between wolves hunting bison and elk, we followed the same analytical approach that we used previously to estimate $H_n$ of wolves hunting elk [10]. We analyzed how hunting group size influenced the probability that wolves attacked and captured bison based on the binary scores described above. We limited our analyses of capturing to adult bison to account for the influence of unmeasured pack-related factors on hunting success, including age and size of individuals within packs [41,42] and differences in prey density between pack territories.
Observations of repeated attempts to perform the same task during the same encounter were also correlated, but these were used in only models of capturing, which fitted encounter identity as a random intercept within pack. Models of attacking included only the first attempt because we were mainly interested in how group size affected the probability of attacking on first encountering bison. All models included a compound symmetric correlation structure, which assumed that all observations within packs and encounters were, on average, equally correlated [43]. Models were estimated with adaptive Gaussian quadrature with parameters estimated from maximum likelihood, and significance of effects determined by an approximate z-test.

We used piecewise linear splines to test for nonlinear effects of group size on the probability that wolves attacked and captured bison. Specifically, we tested for a threshold group size beyond which the probability of group hunting success abruptly changed.

**Figure 1. Behavior of wolves hunting bison:** (a) approach, (b) attack-individual, (c, d) capture (see Table 1 for definitions). "Attacking" is the transition from (a) to (b), and "capturing" is the transition from (b) to (c, d). (Photo credit: Daniel Stahler, Douglas Smith). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112884.g001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Ethogram of wolf predatory behavior.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foraging State</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack-individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See [39] for additional details.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112884.t001
To determine the presence and position of group-size specific thresholds in attacking and capturing, we evaluated a set of competing GLMMs for each task. Each model set included models with a single knot placed at 2–13 hunters, a model with no knot representing the hypothesis of no threshold in group hunting success, and an intercept-only model representing the null hypothesis that group size had no effect on hunting success. A knot was the join point between two linear splines. We selected knots a priori based on the prediction that the success of wolves hunting bison should level off at large group sizes. Our placement of knots is consistent with guidelines for the efficient use of knots [44–46]. By definition, knots selected a priori are fixed (i.e., not random variables) and are therefore not estimated as parameters in models. We created variables containing a linear spline for group size with the MKSPLINE command in STATA 13.1. The variables were constructed so that the estimated coefficients measure the slopes of the segments before and after a given knot.

To determine if bison herd size and composition affected the relationship between hunting success and group size, we analyzed a subset of observations (N = 92–187 wolf-bison encounters) in which information was known. First, we evaluated a set of competing GLMMs as above, except that each model also included main effects for bison herd size and composition. The latter was a dummy variable indicating whether a herd was comprised of bulls only or some mixture of bulls, cows, and calves. Second, we tested whether interactions of herd size and composition with wolf group size improved the fit of the top model.

We conducted all analyses in STATA 13.1 and compared GLMMs using information-theoretic statistics [47]. Our scope of inference concerned the population, so we performed model selection using marginal likelihoods. The most parsimonious model was the one with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (adjusted for small sample, AICc) and smallest ΔAICc. ΔAICc equals the AICc for the model of interest minus the smallest AICc for the set of models being considered. The best model has a ΔAICc of zero, and models with ΔAICc < 2 are plausibly the best.

To assess uncertainty about the best model, we identified models with ΔAICc < 2 as the confidence set of models (analogous to a confidence interval for a mean estimate [47]). We calculated population-averaged fitted values from best-fit GLMMs by deriving marginal expectations of the responses averaged over the random effects but conditional on the observed covariates. We also used likelihood-ratio statistics to test specific hypotheses among nested models, and results were considered significant at $P<0.05$. Means are reported with standard errors unless indicated otherwise.

To determine how $H_a$ differs between wolves hunting bison and elk, we compared our best-fit GLMMs of wolves attacking and capturing bison with our previously reported best-fit GLMMs of wolves attacking and killing elk (Fig. 1a and 1c in [10]). Wolves rarely killed captured bison, but nearly always killed captured elk [39]. Thus, the comparison of capturing with killing is a conservative test given that capturing a bison probably requires fewer wolves than killing it. The transition between attack-group and attack-individual (“selecting”) was rare in wolf-bison encounters [39] and this precluded comparison of the effects of group size on selecting between hunts of bison and elk.

**Results**

**Group-size specific success of wolves hunting bison**

The influence of group size on the success of wolves attacking and capturing bison was not linear (Fig. 2). The top models of attacking and capturing included a linear spline for group size (Table S1), indicating a threshold at which the effect of group size on hunting success suddenly changed. Evidence against a model describing a simple linear relationship between group size and success was reasonably strong for attacking ($\Delta$AICc = 5.79; Table S1a) but weak for capturing ($\Delta$AICc = 0.46; Table S1b). The latter suggests that capture success may have increased across the largest observed group sizes (1–16 wolves). Yet, the collective fit (summed AICc, weights) of the confidence set of spline models ($\Delta$AICc < 2) was nearly 5 times (AICc weights = 0.58/0.12) greater than the linear model, indicating that the effect of group size on capture success was more likely nonlinear than linear. The intercept models fit the data poorly ($\Delta$AICc = 13.99–32.58), implying that the overall influence of group size on attacking and capturing was strong.

The threshold group size was smaller for attacking than for capturing. The confidence set of spline models for each predatory task (Table S1) indicates the threshold group size was 3–6 wolves for attacking and 9–13 wolves for capturing. The most parsimonious models in the set included thresholds at 4 and 11 wolves for attacking and capturing, respectively (Fig. 2a–b). Beyond each threshold, group size had no significant effect on success ($P = 0.10–0.50$; Fig. 2). But below these thresholds, each additional wolf improved group success by 67% (odds ratio [OR] = 1.67 ± 0.25, $P<0.001$) and 40% (OR = 1.40 ± 0.13, $P<0.001$) in attacking and capturing, respectively. Results were the same for a subset of observations that included data on bison herd size and composition. Moreover, interactions of herd size and composition with wolf group size did not improve fit of top models (attacking: $\chi^2 = 0.00–0.63$, $P = 0.23–0.99$; capturing: $\chi^2 = 0.03–0.96$, $P = 0.33–0.87$). Thus, the influence of group size on the success of large groups hunting bison was independent of bison herd size and composition.

**Comparative effects of group size on the success of wolves hunting bison and elk**

Comparing fitted values from our best-fit GLMMs of wolves attacking and capturing bison (Fig. 2a–b) and elk (Fig. 1a, 1c in [10]) revealed a similar influence of group size on the success of wolves hunting these prey insofar as success initially increased with group size then leveled off (Fig. 3). Trends were statistically significant below each threshold group size ($P<0.001–0.05$) but not above ($P=0.10–0.50$) such that attack and capture success were effectively constant beyond each threshold. Below these thresholds, each additional wolf had a slightly larger effect on the odds of attacking bison (OR = 1.67 versus elk (OR = 1.45; Fig. 3a) but a similar effect on the odds of capturing each species (bison: OR = 1.40; elk: OR = 1.44; Fig. 3b).

Whereas the threshold group size of wolves attacking bison and elk was the same (4 wolves; Fig. 3a), the threshold group size of wolves capturing bison (11 wolves) was nearly 3 times larger than that of wolves capturing elk (4 wolves; Fig. 3b). This pattern was evident even after accounting for uncertainty about the location of the thresholds (i.e., width of shaded areas in Fig. 3) identified in the confidence set of spline models for each analysis ($\Delta$AICc < 2; Table S1a–b in this study; Table S1a and S1c in [10]). Specifically, the range of plausible threshold group sizes was similar when attacking bison (3–6 wolves) and elk (4–7 wolves; Fig. 3a) but higher when capturing bison (9–13 wolves) versus elk (2–6 wolves; Fig. 3b).

Taken together, these results indicate that bison capture success increased across group sizes over which elk capture success was constant (4–11 wolves) and leveled off at a group size larger than that of wolves hunting elk. Given that solo bison capture success
(0.01) was 93% less than solo elk capture success (0.14; Fig. 3b),
this pattern is consistent with the prediction that large groups are
more cooperative when the success of a single hunter is very low.

Discussion

Our finding that the success of wolves capturing bison increased
over large group sizes is unusual. Data from many group-hunting
taxa indicate that the benefit of improved hunting success only
applies to small groups [5–9]. In most carnivore studies, for
example, hunting success levels off beyond 2–5 hunters [10–19].
Yet, these studies included little or no data on large groups (>6
hunters) hunting difficult-to-catch prey. A notable exception is
Creel and Creel [21] who show that the success of wild dogs
(Lycaon pictus) hunting wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus), a prey
they classified as “hard” to capture, increased across large group
sizes and leveled off at 12–14 wild dogs, which was comparable to
the group size at which the success of wolves hunting bison leveled
off (9–13 wolves). Additional studies of large groups hunting
formidable prey may therefore reveal that the benefit of improved
hunting success is not as limited to small groups as existing studies
suggest.

We attribute the increase in bison capture success across large
group sizes to enhanced cooperation motivated by the very low
capture rate of a single hunter (1%; Fig. 2b). Low solo capture
success is expected to foster cooperation because it leaves ample
scope for an additional hunter to improve the outcome enough to
outweigh its costs of active participation [5]. In support of this
prediction, studies of wild dog and African lion have shown that
individuals are more likely to participate in a group hunt when the
success rate of a single hunter is low [16,22]. Low solo success was
related to larger, more dangerous prey, consistent with our results.
And in our previous study of wolves hunting elk, which are
10 times easier than bison for a single wolf to capture (Fig. 3b), we
found that wolves in groups with >4 hunters withheld effort,
which kept elk capture success constant across large group sizes
[10]. Wolves held back at this group size because it was apparently
where the costs of hunting exceeded the diminishing improve-
ments in group hunting success with each additional hunter.

In contrast to capture success, the rate at which wolves attacked
bison leveled off at small group sizes (3–6 wolves) comparable to
that of wolves attacking elk (Fig. 3a). That this reflects reduced
cooperation in large groups is consistent with a relatively high rate
of solo attack success (15%; Fig. 2a). On the other hand, a positive,
albeit statistically weak ($P = 0.10$) trend in attack probability with group size beyond 4 wolves suggests that large groups approaching bison were more cooperative than those approaching elk. Additional data are necessary to resolve this ambiguity.

Another way that formidable prey may increase cooperative hunting behavior in large groups is by affecting group spatial configuration. Simulations from a particle model of group-hunting in wolves suggests that as prey become more dangerous, as measured by a minimum safe distance to prey, the spatial configuration of a group around the prey switches from an unstable, multi-orbit configuration to a stable, single-orbit one [48]. Wolves in the outer orbit of a large group may have less incentive to cooperate than individuals within the inner orbit because they are further from the prey, whereas wolves in a single orbit may more easily contribute to the outcome. Thus, the joint effects of formidable prey on group-spatial dynamics and solo capture success may boost cooperation in large groups. However, our observations of wolves hunting bison suggest that multi-orbit configurations are not exclusive of dangerous prey (Fig. 1b; see also Video S1).

Our evidence that bigger groups were better hunters of larger, more dangerous prey provides rare empirical support for the hypothesis that an advantage of grouping in carnivores is that it increases the diversity and size of prey they can capture [4]. It is well-established that larger groups consume larger prey in Carnivora [21,23,24]. But because data on large groups hunting multiple prey species are scarce, it has been difficult to determine whether the correlation between prey size and group size results from greater food requirements of large groups or because large groups can indeed capture large prey more easily [16,24]. Although our results do not address the relative importance of these two mechanisms, they at least suggest that improved hunting ability is a plausible explanation, despite the tendency of individuals to withhold hunting effort as group size increases [10,22].

The ability to exploit a wide range of prey is likely a particular advantage in migratory ungulate systems, where the availability of different species is irregular [16]. For example, in Yellowstone’s Pelican Valley, where we recorded many wolf-bison interactions, migratory elk were absent in winter (December-April), leaving non-migratory bison as the main prey resource for the resident wolf pack [27,36]. Correspondence between the mean ($\pm$ SE)
annual size of this pack (10.6±1.1 wolves, 95% CI = 8.3, 12.9) during the study (1999–2013) and the group size that apparently maximized bison capture success (11 wolves, range = 9–13; Fig 2b) implies that this pack is well-adapted to hunting bison. However, this pack also periodically left Pelican Valley in winter to hunt elk in northern Yellowstone, where the size of resident, mainly elk-hunting packs was similar (10.0±0.7 wolves, 95% CI = 8.7, 11.3). In northern Yellowstone, bison were more often scavenged than killed [29]. Thus, the optimal group size for capturing bison may exceed 11 wolves; a possibility that is supported by our results showing a linear model of the effect of group size on bison capture success fit the data nearly as well as a nonlinear model with a threshold at 11 wolves.

This could explain why wolves in northern and western Yellowstone continue to hunt mainly elk [27,29,49] despite decreasing elk availability relative to bison [50–52]. On the other hand, wolves in Wood Buffalo National Park, Canada, hunt mainly bison yet live in packs somewhat smaller than those in Yellowstone (8.6±0.7 wolves, 95% CI = 7.2, 9.9; see Table 27 in [25]). So it seems unlikely that insufficient pack size constrains the ability of Yellowstone wolves to hunt bison. We suspect large wolf packs avoid hunting bison when and where less dangerous prey exist because the profitability (energetic gain/handling time) of bison, discounted for the fitness consequences of injury and probability of injury [31], is relatively low despite improved group hunting success. This highlights how generally vulnerable bison are to wolf predation as well as how the benefit of group hunting for increasing carnivore diet breadth can be contingent on other predator and prey traits that determine the outcome of predator-prey interactions.

Although improved ability to capture formidable prey is not an obvious driver of grouping patterns in Yellowstone wolves, our results demonstrate the potential for such an effect.

This is a significant finding because most empirical studies of group-size specific hunting success imply that the formation and maintenance of large predator groups is unrelated to prey capture. Our study clarifies that the benefit of improved hunting success could favor large groups in populations and species that hunt large, dangerous prey.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Model-selection results for GLMM models describing the effects of group size (grp) on the probability that a wolf hunting group attacked (a) and captured (b) bison in Yellowstone National Park, 1996–2013. (DOCX)

Video S1 Group-hunting behavior of wolves attacking and capturing bison in Pelican Valley, Yellowstone National Park, March 2007. (WMV)
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